CSE: CL

Authoring the New
Cannabis Narrative

Cresco Labs, based in Chicago, Illinois, is one of the fastest growing cannabis companies in the U.S., bolstered through an
experienced management team, access to capital and a demonstrated growth strategy. As a differentiated grower,
processor and retailer of premium cannabis, Cresco Labs is involved in nearly every element of the seed-to-sale process
with operations in six states (Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Nevada, California and Arizona) and approval pending for
acquisitions in three (NY, MA, MD). Cresco Labs focuses on entering markets with outsized demand potential, significant
supply constraints and high barriers to entry. Cresco Lab’s consistent proven ability to be first to market provides the
company a distinct competitive advantage as it replicates its model and expands nationally. Cresco Labs executed a
reverse takeover completed on November 30, 2018 to become a publicly traded company on the Canadian Securities
Exchange (CSE). The Company began trading on the CSE on December 3, 2018 under the ticker “CL”.

Growing
National
Footprint

Current operations/licensed
in IL, PA, OH, NV, CA & AZ
Subject to pending transactions
in NY, MD, MA
Pending license application in NJ & MI
Mindy’s Edibles licensing opportunity
in OR, WA, CO, OK & NM
Targeting expansion in FL, LA, VA & CT
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Professional. Productive. Proven.
UNMATCHED
SUCCESS WINNING
LICENSES

REPUTABLE
MANAGEMENT
& BOARD

EXECUTION, BRAND,
AND DISTRIBUTION
FOCUSED
UNPARALLELED
MOMENTUM

REPLICABLE,
PROVEN
MODEL

Success winning licenses in some of the most highly
regulated states (IL, OH, PA). Enables replication and
expansion expeditiously into other markets with
outsized
demand
potential, significant supply
constraints and high barriers to entry.
Founded by a team of accomplished entrepreneurs
well-versed in highly-regulated environments. Cresco’s
CEO and President together have nearly two decades
of experience in the mortgage industry. Additional
members of the leadership team include experts in
business, medicine, consumer packaged goods and
advocacy.

“Cresco’s demonstrated
success and
unmatched speed to
market provides a
compelling investment
story for institutional
and individual investors
looking to participate in
the dynamic growth of
the U.S. cannabis
market.”

Management realized early on that cannabis would
become a consumer packaged good in the U.S.
Accordingly, an upscale suite of brands was curated to
appeal to all major consumer market segments.
Vertically integrated operations streamline cultivation,
manufacturing and retail in most markets, so that once
state licenses are secured, ramp up and investment
can occur quickly. Cresco ‘s business model positions
the
company
for
longevity
and
sustainable
shareholder returns.

Charles Bachtell
Chief Executive Officer
Cresco Labs

Currently operating in six states with binding
agreements that will bring total operations to nine
states, covering 16 facilities, as a cultivator, processor,
and distributor of premium, quality cannabis.

Multi-Brand Approach

Addressing all consumersʼ needs

Products designed
for the medicallyminded patient, with
forms reminiscent of
traditional
pharmaceuticals.

Everyday, THCfocused products
available in flower,
vape pens and
multiple forms of
extracts.

Reserve products
made from Cresco
Labs’ most premium
and exclusive plants
created for the
cannabis
connoisseur.

A fun and fruity line
of accurately dosed
gummies, fruit chews
and hard sweets for
everyday
enjoyability.

The industry’s first true
culinary-backed edible
option produced by
James Beard Awarded
Chef Mindy Segal.
Completely free of
cannabis flavor.
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